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Abstract :  Virtualization is the key concept being deployed in Cloud Data Centers to drive the efficiency and
usefulness of computing resources. Managing and monitoring of resources is the challenging issue in such
virtual environment to be addressed. Software Defined Networking (SDN) is one of the Programmable
approaches to configure, monitor, and manage the virtual environment rapidly in response to the changing
needs. Hence, SDN could be used to monitor and manage the resources more effectively and also to evaluate
efficiency of virtual environment.  In most of the Health care systems, all available medical resources and
facilities are located at different points that need to be integrated, monitored and managed for effective utilization
of available facilities. This paper proposes a novel software defined networking approach for monitoring resources
in virtual environment and to achieve effective utilization of available resources. A case study has been considered
to show the efficient utilization of available services in a health care organization using SDN.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing concept has gone through a major revolution over dedicated servers and is being replaced
by virtualized cloud datacenters for better flexibility and lower costs. Cloud datacenters are instantiated dynamically
and automatically with less time. In contrast, typical network management is done manually over static network.
Deployment of Software Defined Network (SDN) is the key solution to map this dynamic configuration to the
static network. The Virtual Switch, a software Network switch connects to each server and dynamically routes the
packets from the virtual machines (VMs) on different static network. The network controller communicates with
virtual machines through this virtual switch. API is used to implement the connectivity requirements and policies in
the virtual Switch. The datacenter administrator has an API to communicate with the new connectivity requirements
to the network controller using API such as Open Flow. Switch functions such as forwarding Rules and tunnel
configuration are programmed via Open Flow using the datacenter central database.

 The network administrators and forensic teams are working on SDN using which the network components
can be controlled and managed using virtual infrastructure and suites. On the physical implementation viewpoint,
the single error or oversight can damage the entire network integration. Now days, the advent of SDN products
are being used in the research, development and corporate industry so that the effective control including routing,
scheduling, security and related algorithms can be implemented on real networks. SDN is the approach towards
computer networking which allows the network resources administrators in managing the network services using
higher level abstraction with effective functionality. This process is implemented with the use of decoupling of
system which makes the decisions where data traffic is to be sent with the use the control plane.SDN controller
investigates and analyzes the state of network and updates the behavior of switches that is based on its deep
analysis. Using these specific controlling systems, network dimensions including ports, bandwidth and wired lines,
the systems are optimized to implement the reliable and suitable recovery from any type of malfunction or failure.
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In the current scenario and implementations, Open Flow [1] is deployed as SDN technology published by
Open Network Foundation [2]. In SDN technology there is the decoupling of control and data planes in network
[3] [4].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in section II.Proposed cloud
based health care system with virtualization is explained in Section III.  Experimental results are presented in
section IV. Concluding remarks are given in section V.

2 RELATED WORK

To propose and defend the research work, a number of research papers are analyzed. Adrian Lara et. al
proposed Open Flow based applications for the ease of network configuration for simplification of the network
management. It is done by adding the security layers to virtualize the networks as well as data centers and for
deploying the mobile systems. Such applications can be executed on the top of operating systems including Beacon,
Maestro, Floodlight, Nox, Trema or Node Flow. This study calculated the performance of Open Flow networks
using modeling and experimentation. The work depicts the challenges which are faced by the large scale deployment
of Open Flow based networks [7]. Keisuke Nagase introduced Software Defined Network to university hospital.
Suggested that the initial cost needed was almost the same as the conventional switch network but substantial
reduction of operational cost is expected [11].

SDN can be realistic and ideal technology component for hospital computer network that face expanding on-
line equipment and computers. As of late, idea of Software Defined Network has generally been acknowledged by
system gear supplier and generation quality system hardware showed up in the business sector. SDN is an idea of
programmable PC system fabric, as it was, system that can be powerfully reconfigured by downloading the settings
from the controlling PC. This paper presented SDN in a healing facility system to assess its utility and security. After
presentation of SDN, SDN section ended up being steady, and programmed rerouting maintaining a strategic
distance from fizzled course was far speedier than routine innovation. The conclusion in this paper is SDN is
exceptionally significant innovation in medicinal services,  that is 24hr/365day mission basic business.

The authors introduce the EstiNet Open Flow network simulator and emulator. The work presents the support
for testing the functions and evaluating the performances of software-defined networks, Open Flow controller’s
application programs. The simulator makes use of a kernel that is unique reentering simulation methodology to
enable unmodified real applications to run on nodes in its simulated network. In this work, authors compare the
EstiNet with ns-3 and Mininet regarding their capabilities, performance, and scalability [12].

The authors share the supporting case studies over 100 users, at 18 institutions, who have developed Software-
Defined Networks (SDN). The work reflect the greatest value of Mininet which support collaborative network
research, by enabling self-contained SDN prototypes in which anyone with a PC can download, run, evaluate,
explore and build upon[13].

Komail Shahmir examined the possibility of stochastic steering in a SDN domain and  investigated the feasibility
of stochastic routing in an SDN environment with focus on OpenFlow capabilities and constraints. The normal
result of the work is to show the practicality, with or without expansions to OpenFlow [14].

Authors investigates Open Flow performance, compare the controllers’ flow set-up strategies and experiments
to compare their TCP and UDP performance. Author also introduced a new metric to measure UDP packet losses
at the beginning of the flow. In this paper utilize open-source controllers that bolster system virtualization to assess
how such postpone sways in ICMP, TCP and UDP movement. The work looks at the controllers’ stream set-up
methods and proposes a few trials to analyze their TCP and UDP execution. This work acquaints another metric
with measure UDP bundle misfortunes toward the stream’s start. The estimations’ after effects demonstrate that
there are expansive contrasts in execution in the middle of controllers, and that execution relies on upon switch-
controller postpone and stream set-up procedure [15].
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3. PROPOSED CLOUD BASED HEALTH CARE SYSTEM WITH VIRTUALIZATION

Multispecialty healthcare systems must accommodate different departments for the treatment to patients suffering
from a diverse range of conditions. Additionally, hospital system must provide service for emergency cases which
may arrive in both small and large numbers and should be aware of this dynamic uncertainty. Hence, patient
management and monitoring in hospital environments with the provision of effective care represents a significant
challenge. The existing healthcare system is based on  classical virtualization and network components management
in distributed environment is very complex and less cost effective. As the cost is directly associated with the
turnaround time and complexity, it is very important to keep track of these issues to overcome the flaws in network
infrastructure management. Hence, with SDN approach the complete set of network components can be managed
efficiently and overall cost factor can also be reduced as shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. SDN enabled cloud based virtual medical services

3.1. Components of the Proposed Health Care System with Virtualization

The Proposed Health Care System with Virtualization  composed of three main components; first is the
Central Database that represents the centralized controller. The second part is the open switch; this component act
as mediator between controller and data repository of multiple resources and responsible for connecting and
communicating between the controller and the virtualized medical service. Third component represents the web
portal for the Cloud, it issues request messages and receives responses from the Cloud system via network
connections as depicted in figure 2. This paper provides a performance analysis of virtualization technologies to
evaluate the performance of the proposed system.

Fig. 2. Proposed Health Care system with virtualization
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The available medical resources information is stored in controller and all the departments of the hospital can
access available when needed. Suppose there are 10 operation theaters in a hospital and each needs the medical
resources (blood supply, anesthesia, oxygen etc.)  If a particular operation theatre needs more resources then
available at that particular point, the server (controller) will analyze the requirements depending upon required
resources the server (controller) will decide whether to deliver that resource or to provide the alternate resource.

SDN switch network connects monitoring end points and is automatically identified by SDN controller.

3.2 Algorithm

1. Initialize  and activate  the Server (Controller) Ci

2. Initialize and activate the intermediate switches Si

3. Listen to every switch and link to establish flow-paths between every hosts
4. For each hi(Operation Theatres)

• h1 initiates the request Rq to controller for the specific requirements
• for each Rq, Si will forward the request to Ci

•  if Rq –  > Aj (Aj – Available resource) deliver alternate resource
Else Rj : =  h1

5. Analyze the Log Reports of each hiSi matrix

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

Different scenarios and topologies of the network infrastructure are modeled and simulated. Using MiniNet
and Open Flow, the virtualization and remote connections are established as shown in figure 3. With the various
topologies and simulations, following results are fetched and analyzed in tabular form which encapsulates the time
as major parameter on multiple nodes topologies. For Database Integration on the Virtual Machines, Switches and
Controller, the software implementation of Open vswitch database (OVSDB) is done so that the unique addresses
of devices can be integrated.  OVSDB is a management protocol in SDN environment.

The following operations are performed at Secure Shell (SSH) Client :
• Creation of 8 virtual hosts having separate IP addresses.
• Creation of single Open Flow switch in kernel having 3 ports.
• Establishment of connection with every virtual host to switch using virtual ethernet.
• Configuration of MAC address of each host equal to its IP.
• Configuration of Open Flow switches for connection to the remote controller.

Following tools are used for implementation of the complete virtualization scenario :
• Windows 7 (Host OS) • putty (SSH Client)
• Ubuntu 14.04 (Guest OS) • Oracle VirtualBox (Installation of Guest OS)
• MiniNet 2.2.1 • OpenFlow
• Floodlight Controller

The proposed scheme is simulated with  various topologies.
Table 1. Performance based on the Efficiency Parameter

Simulation Scenario with Efficiency-Without Virtualization Efficiency-With Virtualization

different attempts Enabled Medical Services Enabled Medical Services

Scenario 1 40 94

Scenario 2 30 89

Scenario 3 53 79

Scenario 4 47 90
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Table 1 shows simulation scenarios with different attempts for varying resources with and without virtualized
servers. In the first scenario, five delivery points and one virtualized server is deployed for the transmission of
medical services. In subsequent scenarios we considered increasing number of servers with their respective delivery
points. The results depict that there is consistency in terms of the performance of the proposed approach.

In figure 4, the efficiency and related simulation scenario is depicted. On the X-Axis, the parameter efficiency
is depicted for each simulation attempt with respect to time. Results shows for different scenarios of efficiency and
cost factor the proposed approach in virtual environment is more efficient compared to classical approach as
shown in figure 4,5.

Fig. 3. Implementation Scenario of Medical Services

Fig. 4. Comparative Analysis of Classical and Proposed Approach
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Using the code snippet in Python, the efficiency is measured for the proposed scenario
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
set Log Level (‘info’)
my time = (time. time() – start_time)
Efficiency = ((1/mytime)%100);
Print (“— %s Efficiency —” % (efficiency))
The efficiency and execution time is measured using the above mentioned formula

Table 2. Performance based on the Cost Factor

No. of Nodes in the Scenario Existing Approach Proposed Approach

5 86 40

8 84 45

10 75 23

15 73 30

Fig. 5.  Evaluation of Cost Factor in the Classical and Proposed Approach

4. CONCLUSION

Virtualized network is a vital factor in delivering high performance in cloud environment. Traditional approach
was not very effective for utilization of resources. Hence, the virtual environment with multiple simulation scenarios
with different number of nodes, switches and controllers have been considered. In this research work, the medical
service is automated and implemented using SDN. Since healthcare organizations need the facility to turn out
services rapidly. Results have shown that SDN approach in virtualized environment is the better approach to
achieve efficient utilization of available resources. Proposed Virtualized approach will resolve the resource requirement
issues, at the same time increases the efficiency and reduces the cost  which help the  Health care organization.
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